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Matrix Factorization (MF) is one of the most intuitive and effective methods in the Recommendation System
domain. It projects sparse (user, item) interactions into dense feature products which endues strong generality
to the MF model. To leverage this interaction, recent works use auxiliary information of users and items. Despite effectiveness, irrationality still exists among these methods, since almost all of them simply add the feature of auxiliary information in dense latent space to the feature of the user or item. In this work, we propose a
novel model named AANMF, short for Attribute-aware Attentional Neural Matrix Factorization. AANMF combines two main parts, namely, neural-network-based factorization architecture for modeling inner product and
attention-mechanism-based attribute processing cell for attribute handling. Extensive experiments on two real-world data sets demonstrate the robust and stronger performance of our model. Notably, we show that our
model can deal with the attributes of user or item more reasonably. Our implementation of AANMF is publicly
available at https://github.com/Holy-Shine/AANMF.
KEYWORDS: Recommender system, Matrix factorization, Neural network, Attention mechanism, Collaborative filtering.

1. Introduction
The critical problem of the recommender system is
how to model the interactions of user and item—a
high dimensional sparse interaction matrix. To address this computational complexity problem, Koren

et al. proposed the matrix factorization method [16].
It projects users and items into a dense latent space.
Thus a user or an item can be represented by a dense
feature vector, and the inner product by two features
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from a user and an item can show the degree of his/
her favorability towards this given item. To improve
the performance of the model, several works explored
the advantage of explicit social information such as a
user’s relationship to improve recommendation accuracy [3, 8, 27, 34]. Some works also tried to utilize attribute information so that latent features could have
stronger expressive ability [15, 17, 31, 32, 35]. SVD++
[15] is a classical method which well models auxiliary
information i.e. attributes of the user or item.
Although SVD++ performs better than other models
that do not use attributes, we argue that irrationality
still exists in its direct addition way. To illustrate it,
we take attributes of users as an example. According
to SVD++-like attribute-aware models, a specific user’s attributes will get the same latent feature vector
no matter what the item is. That is, towards each item,
a certain user’s attributes will provide the same bias,
which does not reflect the reality. Let us consider a
realistic scene of predicting people’s preference for
movies. We choose gender as that specific user attribute. If the recommender system predicts people’s
rating to a Marvel’s movie, the audience’s gender usually is not a factor affecting preference, whereas when
it comes to a romantic love movie, the system should
pay more attention to the user’s gender.
To make our model able to catch this information, we
introduce the attention mechanism. Attention mechanism is a widely used method in NLP and Compute
Vision domain [1, 26, 30, 33]. For example, Yin et al.
utilized the attention mechanism to model language
sequence [29], and Xu et al. used it to generate image
caption [26]. Some recent works also introduce attention mechanism into their matrix factorization model. Chen et al. [4] and Xiao et al. [25] combined neural
networks and attention mechanism, hence improved
the performance of their model. However, these works
concentrated on the final latent feature of user and
item, with regards to modeling the attributes, they still
used shared weight embedding or do nothing.
In this work, we propose a novel model named
AANMF. It combines two main parts, namely, the
neural-network-based factorization machine and the
attention-mechanism-based attributes processing
unit. Extensive experiments on two real-world data
sets demonstrate robust and stronger performance of
our model. Notably, we show that our model can deal
with user or item’s attributes more reasonably.
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2. Related Work
With the success of the attention mechanism in the
field of image [26] and NLP [29], more and more
works began to introduce it into other fields. In the
recommender system domain, two works applied this
technology to model and enhanced the performance
of their proposed FM framework. We simply summarize their works next and clarify the difference between our model and them.
Attentive Collaborate Filtering (ACF) [4], proposed
by Chen et al., introduced attention mechanism (we
called it AM in the following paper) into the recommender system with multimedia content problem.
They utilized AM to filter some useless implicit information. With regard to explicit information and (attribute, user/item) interaction modeling, their work
does not involve them.
Another attention-based work is called AFM [25],
which was proposed by Xiao et al. Their work focused
on the interaction between user and item in the latent
feature space. As for how to embed origin categorical variables into latent space, they still used shared
weight.
As these two attention-net-based methods are probabilistic models and predict an item ranking list rather than a rating prediction, we do not choose them as
baselines in this work.
Some works were proposed to enhance the performance
of the MF model. Del Corso et al. [6] built an NMF model that change adaptively the function to be minimized
at each step. Wang et al. [23] proposed an MF model
named LOD-MF, which dug out implicit feedback information and applied a hybrid similarity measure to
identify the semantically similar neighbors of the target
item. Cai et al. [2] introduced a novel parameter tuning
framework named mrMoulder. It can recommend an
optimized configuration for a new job in a short time.
All of their works focus on the training stage while our
method focuses on the model building stage.
In addition to these, some works also expanded attribute modeling to improve prediction accuracy.
Some recommendation models are based on ratings,
reviews, and social relationships [13, 24]. These relations can be treated as another user/item attribute
entry in our model. Yang et al. [28] introduced the
cloud platform into the multimedia platform which
explored the benefit of mobile cloud computing.
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relationships [13, 24]. These relations can be
configurable, which limits the generalization
treated as another user/item attribute entry in
performance of the model.
our model. Yang et al. [28] introduced the cloud
Let us discuss the reason why non‐configurable
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the performance of the model with
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explored
the benefit of mobile cloud computing.
another perspective. By simplifying the SVD++
model and analyzing its nature, we can rewrite
Equation (1) as follows:
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Recently, several works have applied neural networks to
matrix factorization. Neural networks have been proven
to be capable of approximating any continuous function [12]. In addition, they can also generalize better to
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beds table where each row represents a dense feature,
which is similar to the distributed representation of
words [18]. In our model, we use the Embedding layer to
implement this requirement and regard one-hot input
as a retrieval index. The corresponding row in the learnable embeds table can be seen as the latent vector for a
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Algorithm 1: The process of Attention Cell in AANMF
framework.
Input: The set of user’s attributes, Iu; Current item’s
embedding vector, qi ; Latent space dimension, K
Output: Probability vectors represent the model’s
attention to each attributes, λ;
1 For each user attribute aj ∈ Iu , j ∈ |Iu|, concatenate

aj and qi into a dense vector: Vj = [aj, qi ];

2 Use a dense layer with tanh project Vj into K-dims

vector vj = tanh(W1Vj + b1);

Additionally, inspired by [24], several pooling ways
have been applied so that the model can get better
performance. In the following part of this section, we
detail our model from bottom to top.

3 Add a single neural unit dense to each output from

the last procedure after which applying a softmax
layer to get attention parameter λ, whose each entry is equal to:

λj =

Input and Embedding Layer
There is an enormous drawback to one-hot representation, hence, like other MF models, we maintain an em-

4 Return λ

exp(ReLu(W2 v j + b2 ))
| Iu |

∑ exp(ReLu(W2 v k + b2 ))
k =1

;

(pu , qi ) to describe user 𝑢𝑢 and item 𝑖𝑖 after the
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The process of the Attention Cell.
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Algorithm 2: The process of learning

ocess of Attention Cell in AANMF framework.

rʹs attributes, Iu ; Current itemʹs embedding vector, qi ; Latent space dimension, K
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ribute a j  I u , j | I u | , concatenate a j and
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v j tanh(W1V j  b1 ) ；

ral unit dense to each output from the last procedure after which applying a softmax
tion parameter  , whose each entry is equal to:

exp(ReLu(W v  b ))

Input: User feature matrix P = {p j }nj=u 1, Item feature
matrix Q = {q j }nj=i 1 ,Neural layer weights W = {Wt1, Wt2,
Wl1, Wl2, ..., WlL,}, bias b = {bt1, bt2, bl1, bl2, ..., blL,}, learning
rate α
Output: Updated P, Q
1 Initailize P, Q, W, b
2 for j = 1; j < iterations; j ++ do
3
for each user, item pair (u, i) do
4
Get their latent space features pu and q i from
P, Q;
5
Compute λ using Algorithm 1;
6
Use pair-wise pooling(Equation (6)) to
compute the final concatenated vector;
7
Compute prediction, loss and add each loss
to total loss L
8
end for
9
for W in W, b in b do
∂L
∂L
10
W ← W −α
,b ← b −α
∂W
∂b
11
end for
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As Equation (4) shows, pair‐wise pooling can
encode correlation between them in the feature
latent space.

Fully Connected Layer
In order to endow AANMF modeling with a high
level of non‐linearities, a stack of fully connected
layers is added above the pooling layer. Firstly,

for p in P, q in Q do
∂L
∂L
p ← p −α ,q ← q −α
∂p
∂q
end for

14
15 end for

16 Return P, Q

j

j1

, bt2 , bl1 , bl2 ,, blL } , learning rate 
1
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qi from P, Q ;
4.2. Learning

o compute the final
concatenated
vector; process of our model into three
We
divide the learning
h loss to total lossparts:
L Input, Pooling, and Output.

Input. Most neural network frameworks provide
Embedding Layer. It maintains a learnable parameter
matrix, each row of which can be regarded as a latent
feature. Thus, the input of AANMF can be the one-hot
representation of user/item. For example, (user, item)
pair (uj, ik) participate in the calculation, correspondingly, row j in user’s latent feature matrix and row k
in item’s latent feature matrix would update after one
iteration training step.
Pooling. According to Equation (4), we need a nested
for-loop in code to accomplish pairwise-pooling. In
| Iu |
| Iu |

 

 practice, we adopt another way proposed by [24]:

2p u 
 p u  a j    p u  a j 
j 1
j 1


 
 (6)
| Iu |
| Iu |






| Iu | 
2p u 
 p u  a j    p u  a j 

p u p u  
j 1a
j 1

j 
 a j,
 (6)
j 1
| I |
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(6)

performance of AANMF on these two real-world
data sets. The basic information on these two data
sets is provided in Table 1.
Table 1
Statistics of the dataset
Name

User#

Item#

Interaction#

MovieLens100K

943

1682

100000

MovieLens1M

6040

3952

1000309

MovieLens100K and MovieLen1M are two subsets
of data obtained from the MovieLens1 research project. They contain 100 thousand and 1 million rating
records with format (u, i, rating), respectively. As the
attributes of movies in Movielens are few, we opt for
the user’s attributes set as one input channel of the
AANMF model. For convenience, three attributes of
the user are chosen. We illustrate their statistics in
Table 2.

u



pau j . pItu is worth
a j  anoting
where a j   j 
that
j,

Table 2
Statistics of the attributes

j 1

Equation (6) can be computed in O ( K | Iu |)
time.

where a j   j  a j . It is worth noting that Equation (6)
can be computed in O( K | Iu |) time.

Output. Unlike some ranking models [22], BPR

Output. Unlike some ranking models [22], BPR [21]
[21] and eALS [11], we train AANMF model to
and eALS [11], we train AANMF model to accomplish a
accomplish a rating task; that is, given a user and
rating task; that is, given a user and an item, the trained
an item, the trained model will get a userʹs rating
model will get a user’s rating score prediction towards
score prediction towards to item. Hence, we opt
to item. Hence, we opt for MSE as loss function:
for MSE as loss function:

( yˆ , y )



1 n
 ( yi  yˆi )2 .
n i 1

(7)

User Attribute

User gender

User age

#

2

7

(7)

Additionally, a computationally efficient
Additionally, a computationally efficient gradient degradient descent method—Adam [14] is adopted
scent method—Adam [14] is adopted as the optimizer
as the optimizer to speed up the convergence of
to speed up the convergence of our model. We conour model. We conclude the learning process in
clude the learning process in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2.

5. Experiment
5.1. Data Set
Several data sets are used to evaluate the performance of recommendation methods, but only
MovieLens100K and MovieLens1M contain user-attribute information. Hence, we evaluate the

User job

21

Class

Encoding

Male

01

Female

10

Under 18

0000001

18-24

0000010

25-34

0000100

…

…

Artist

0
0

01



Lawyer

0
0

10



…

…

21

21

User gender:2 represents each user’s gender, and has
two possibilities, male or female. While 21 represents
the number of classes of jobs, which is 21 (doctor, artist, etc.). For user age, we divide the age range from 0
to over 56 into 7 age groups (under 18, 18-24, 25-34,
etc.) In order to adapt the data to the input of the model, we reorganize the dataset shown in1 Table 3.
1 http://www.grouplens.org
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5.3. RQ1: Does AANMF Perform Better than
the Traditional Attribute-Aware Models?

As the contribution of this paper is proposing a more
reasonable method to model the input of attributes,
we opt for some representative models with attribute
processing unit as baselines:
_ SVD++. This is a classic model which well utilizes
attributes to enhance its performance.

We choose SVD++ and NFM as typical traditional
attribute-aware models. Figure 4 shows the training
and testing process of our model on two datasets. We
can intuitively observe that the loss curve of AANMF
is under the other two curves, which means AANMF
can better fit the data and lead to more reliable predictions. Furthermore, although the neural-based model
(AANMF&NFM) achieves a higher testing error in
the early iteration (seen in subgraph 2 in Figure 4),
they get a continuous error decrease in subsequent
iterations. We owe a good deal to the generality of the
neural network.
We also tune models and report the best performance.
Figure 5 shows the best performance of MSE with respect to the number of latent factors on the two datasets mentioned above. In order to facilitate the comparison, NFM and AANMF get the same two fully
connected layers before the final output. For SVD++,
we simply dot two latent space features into prediction rank.
First, we can see that our AANMF gets the best performance in both two subgraphs. Second, nearly all
the curves in Figure 5 have the same trend: for small
latent factors, the model will get better performance
along with increasing the number of factors, whereas for large latent factors, it begins to overfit. Lastly, a horizontal comparison between two subgraphs
shows that the neural-network-based model can
model larger datasets easier (on average, the improvement over SVD++ in ml100k and ml1m is 4.5%
and 6.5%, respectively).

_ NFM. Neural Factorization Machine [9] is a neural

network-based FM [20] method that has a strong
power to model categorical variables, such as the
attributes that we mentioned above.

_ AESR. Autoencoder-based social recommender

system [19] is a state-of-the-art method which
is a hybrid method that by modeling a joint
optimization function extends deep Autoencoder
with top-k semantic social information.

_ ACMF. ACMF [32] is an attribute coupling- based

matrix factorization method which incorporates
item-attribute information into the matrix
factorization model as well as adopts coupled
object similarity to capture the relationship among
items.

We conduct experiments to verify whether AANMF
does better in rating prediction task and answer the
following questions:
RQ1: Does AANMF perform better than the traditional attribute-aware models?
RQ2: Does AANMF outperform other state-of-theart methods?
RQ3: Do the results of our experiments have a strong
explanatory power?
Table 3
Reorganized Data set
Index

User id

Movie id

Rating

User gender

User age

User job

0

1

1193

5

0

0

10

1

2

1193

5

1

5

16

2

3

1193

4

1

6

12

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

100206

5780

2845

1

1

4

17

100207

5851

3607

5

0

4

20

100208

5938

2909

4

1

6

1
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Figure 4
Training and test error w.r.t. iterations

Figure 5
The performance of MSE w.r.t. the number of latent factors

5.4. RQ2: Does AANMF Perform Better than
Other State-of-the-Art Methods?
ASER and ACMF are two recently published state-ofthe-art algorithms of the recommender system. We
choose two popular matrices, namely, Mean Absolute
Error(MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error(RMSE) to
measure the recommendation quality:


MAE 

T
t 1

| yˆt  yt |
T

 t 1 | yˆt  yt |2

(8)

T

RMSE 

T

,

where T denotes the number of interaction pairs.
We tune these models to get the best performance
on MovieLens data sets and report comparison results in Table 4. It is easy to observe that our AANMF
model is superior to the other compared methods.
AANMF improves MAE and RMSE by 2.7% and 1.8%
on MovieLens100K as well as 5.7% and 3.5% on MovieLens1M. We can also see that pairwise pooling way
indeed improves the performance of the model (cf.
AAANMF+P in Tabel 4).
We use the Nemenyi test to confirm that our model exactly performs better than the methods listed above.
We choose as the confidence of the null hypothesis:
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Table 4
A comparision of AANMF with the other two methods on MAE and RMSE
Data sets

MovieLens100K

MovieLens1M

Metric

ACMF

AESR

AANMF

AANMF+P

MAE

0.7282

0.7216

0.7022

0.7012

RMSE

0.9186

0.9176

0.9012

0.8979

MAE

0.7045

0.6980

0.6580

0.6473

RMSE

0.8875

0.8792

0.8485

0.8322

all methods have the same performance. Then after
applying the Friedman test, we reject this hypothesis,
after which we use the Nemenyi test as a post-hoc test
to estimate each method pair. Nemenyi test computes
the critical distance CD as follows:
CD  q

k (k  1)
,
6N

Figure 6
Friedman test result

(9)

(9)

where k is the number of methods and N is the
where k is the number of methods and N is the number
number of data sets. If the distance between the
of data sets. If the distance between the average rank
average rank of two methods is below this value,
of two
below this
it can be claimed
it can be claimed
thatmethods
these twoismethods
have value,
a
notable gap. that these two methods have a notable gap.

0.01 as
rank these three methods
We use 0.01We
as use
threshold
to threshold
rank thesetothree

5.5. RQ3: Do the Results of Our Experiments
Have a Strong Explanatory Power?

AESR

It is known that a useful property of the attention
mechanism is its highly interpretable outputs. To
show whether the learned attentions are meaningful, we choose attention weight learned from MovieLen100K dataset as an example.

0.7216
0.9176
0.6980
0.8792

(ACMF, AESR and AANMF+P). That is, if the gab between
the value ofAANMF+P
two methods in Table 4 is lower
AANMF
than 0.01, we treat them as in the same rank. We compute0.7022
average ranks 0.7012
of these three methods in Table 5.
0.9012

0.8979

Metric
0.8485

ACMF
0.8322

Table 5
Rank0.6580
of 3 methods in 0.6473
2 metrics
ML100K-MAE

2.5

AESR

AANMF+P

2.5

1

methods (ACMF, AESR and AANMF+P). That is,
if the gab between
the value of two methods
in 2
ML100K-RMSE
3
Table 4 is lower than 0.01, we treat them as in the
ML1M-MAE
2.5
2.5
same rank. We compute average ranks of these
ML1M-RMSE
2.5
2.5
three methods
in Table 5.
Table 5

Average rank

2.625

2.375

1
1
1
1

Rank of 3 methods in 2 metrics

Finally,
compute
CD and display the Friedman
ACMF weAESR
AANMF+P
test result in Figure 6. According to Figure 6, our
ML100K‐MAEAANMF+P
2.5
2.5
1
exactly
performs
better than the other
two
methods.
ML100K‐RMSE
3
2
1
Metric

ML1M‐MAE

2.5

2.5

1

ML1M‐RMSE

2.5

2.5

1

Average rank

2.625

2.375

1

Finally, we compute CD and display the

For the convenience of visualization and observation,
we assume that the distance between movies of the
same type is short in feature space. We select 8 typical
movie types, and for each type, we make movie clusters to train the AANMF model, observe the attention outputs with respect to 3 user attributes, namely, gender, age, and job. Figure 7 shows the average
levels among different types of movies (colors white
and black represent high attention and low attention,
respectively). According to this figure, we can simply
find that:
1 Action movies tend to get high attention towards

gender, while animation movies get high attention

Information Technology and Control

towards age, which is in line with reality. As for the
other types, we can also find reasonable bias with
different attributes
2 User job is always not the main impact factor to the

final prediction (cf. Figure 7, the third row always
gets black color). We owe this phenomenon to the
fact that someone’s job usually does not contribute
to his/her rank toward a movie.

Figure 7
Attention weight for different attributes
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we propose a neural-network-based
framework named AANMF, which develops a novel
method combining AM and matrix factorization. Extensive experiments on AANMF and baselines demonstrate the rationality and advancement of our model in
attribute modeling. We do not focus on tuning the other
part of the model as this work puts emphasis on proving the new architecture we proposed actually works.
In the future, we will continue to study how AM can investigate the interaction between user/item and attribute deeper. In addition, as this work serves as a guideline for a combination of AM and NFM, we will attempt
to adjust other structures for further study. For example, after the pairwise layer in AANMF, our model simply adds some dense layer onto the element-wise product of user and item. There may exist more reasonable
ways of handling this. Moreover, we are interested in
exploring how to apply AM in modeling the interaction
between user/item and multimedia auxiliary information rather than only categorical attributes.
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